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Notation. We consider the univariate diffusion process (Xt), the solution of the stochastic differential equation:
dX t = b(9, X t )dt + a{e, X t )dW t , X a = x 0 ,
where Wt is a standard brownian motion, б is a parameter belonging to a compact subset 0 of R p , a and b are two known functions. We are interested in estimating в from discrete observations of the process (Xt t )o<i<n, with a step between two consecutive observations Д = -t,-fixed. Since the transition probability of the homogeneous Markov process (X^) has an untractable form (see [1] ), we will not estimate в by a maximum likelihood method but we will maximize an approximation of the likelihood function. Since we assume that the observation step is fixed, such estimators are biased (see [4] ) and we propose here to correct the bias of these estimators from simulations of the process following the method proposed by Gourieroux-Monfort-Renault [2] .
We denote by 0o the true parameter value. We assume that a and b are smooth enough such that equation (1) admits a unique weak solution for the true value во of parameter (see [5] ) and we denote by P x° the distribution of this solution on the space of continuous functions from R + into R equipped with the canonical filtration. P w stands for the brownian measure. We denote by Рд(х,3/) and т 9 (х) respectively the densities of the transition probability at step Д and the invariant measure of the process solution of (1) for any parameter value 0.
From the observations (-^i,)o<i^n of the process, we construct a first step estimator: Since this Euler approximation converges in distribution to the process solution of (1) as Д tends to zero, the contrast L n (/J) can be viewed as an approximation of the likelihood function.
We note
We assume that for all 0 in ©, the function £(0,.) admits F(0) as its unique minimum: We have the following result for the first step estimator defined by (2). Proposition 1. Under HQ, H\ and H2, the first step estimator F N converges al most surely under Р%° to F(Oo).
Proof. From the ergodicity assumption Hi, we obtain the almost sure conver gence under P x° of L n {l3) to L(0o,/?) for each p in ©. The Lipschitz conditions on the coefficients a and 6 of the process (assumption Hg) imply the almost sure convergence of supp \(8L n /dj3) (/?)|, and this implies in particular that sup^j \(dL n /d0) (/?)| is bound ed independently of n, almost surely. We deduce then the almost sure equicontinuity of the family of functions L n (j3) and as a consequence of Ascoli's theorem the almost sure uniform convergence of £"(/?) for /? in 0. Since F(6Q) is the unique minimum point of £(0o, •) we obtain the almost sure convergence of F N to F(8o). This first step estimator is then biased and we will see in the next sections how to correct this estimator.
Example. Consider the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, the solution of
where 0 = (u, a 2 )* is the unknown parameter value. We suppose that и and o* are strictly positive. The process X< is then ergodic, тг в is the density of the normal distribution Jsf(0, <r 2 /(2u)) and рд (x, •) is the density of the normal distribution Л/"(ехр(-uA)x, o-2 (lexp(-2иД))/(2и)). For this process, we can estimate 9 by a maximum likelihood method but it is no more the case for more complicated processes. Suppose then that we estimate 9 by minimizing in P•= (Pi,p2)* the following contrast:
which is the opposite of the likelihood function of the Euler discretization scheme of the process (Xt^ solution of (3): X ti+1 -X ti =-uX ti A + <r(W ti+l -W ti ).
We obtain a first step estimator F n = (Д п ,ст 2 )' which is biased if we assume Д fixed. We ( haVe
-ехр(-цД)
2. An auxiliary estimator. We will first consider that the function F(6) is known (this is the case for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process) and define the estimator 
ее©
This implies the almost sure convergence under P x % of \\F n -F(e)\\ as n tends to infinity. From H 3 , the limit function ||.F(0o) -F(0)\\ has its minimum at the unique point 0o, this implies the almost sure convergence of 6 n .
ii) We denote by <^"(0) the function {F n -F(e)Y(F n -F(0)).
Since </>"(0) is C 2 (H2) and 0o belongs to the interior of 0 (Ho), we can expand it around 0o, on the set {0 n € ©}, whose probability tends to 1 since from i) 0" tends to 0 O almost surely, we have then where H°(dl/dp) is defined in Proposition 2. Moreover we have the almost sure conver gence of sup^ \(d 2 Ln/dp 2 )(0)\ from the Lipschitz conditions on derivatives of order one and two of coefficients a and 6. We deduce then
Finally we obtain V^(F n -F(e 0 )) => ЛГ(0, Ё), n -+00, where £ is defined in Proposition 2 and Proposition 2 is proved.
3. Simulated estimator. Since F{0) is unknown we will approximate it from sim ulated observations. For a value of parameter в, we will consider the process {Х%'£) solution of the Euler dicretization scheme with a discretization step equal to Д/А: where С is a constant independent of n. ' (i, y) and n e,h (x) denote respectively the densities of the transition probability and invariant measure of the process solution of (7). From [6] , we have the convergence of L h (9, /3) to L(9, P) for all (в, p) and this convergence is uniform in p. We deduce then the convergence of F h (9) to F{6) for all 9. This implies the existence of a sequence h(n) such that p{||F*(»)(e)_f(ff)||>_L-}=0.
j^n -^V(n)(^^(
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Since Ffr(e) converges almost surely to F h (9) for all 9, we can choose JV(n) such that p{iKaw-^(" ) w|>^}<^'
and we obtain the result of Proposition 3.
